
Dear Mayor,

The NJCM had a very successful and enjoyable Fall Event this past weekend at The
Breakers in Spring Lake. In addition to a delicious clam bake, we had an
informative presentation on Wind Energy from representatives in the regulatory
and industry realm.  For those of who were unable to attend, attached please find
the speaker presentations, which also will be posted on NJCM website.

NJ State Health Benefits Plan Rate Hikes
 On September 14, the State Health Benefits Commission  voted to dramatically
increase rate by 22.8% to the State Health Benefits Plan. The Murphy
administration, however, struck a deal with some state unions to limit their
increase to only 3 percent, with the state taking on the rest of the financial
burden. However, municipal and county governments and employees were left
out any such deal.  The Administration has reached out to the NJCM and other
stakeholders indicating a desire to work with the legislature to find a solution for
local governments and workers.  Mayor Janice S. Mironov, President of NJCM, has
strongly urged mayors to contact the Governor and your legislators seeking
resolution of this important issue. To assist, attached is Mayor Mironov letter to
the Governor.

ALERT: The NJ Conference of Mayors, in collaboration with the New Jersey League
of Municipalities,  Urban Mayor’s Association and the NJ Association of Counties,
is planning a virtual press conference for WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 12 at 11 a.m.
We will be addressing this important issue and seeking resolution by the
Administration and Legislators of this unfair and economically devastating
decision by the State Health Benefits Commission decision.  Further details and a
link to join the event will be sent out next week.

Around the State

https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/pensions/rate-renewal.shtml
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Our vision is to be the offshore wind 


developer of choice by delivering on 


our promises. 


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Our Core Values 
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BE GOOD NEIGHBORS


We value collaboration, 


coordination, and respect for 


our neighbors, stakeholders -


in particular, other ocean 


users, and team members.


ENVIRONMENTIAL 


RESPONSIBILITY


We take a long-term and 


balanced approach to shared use 


of our ocean, seeking to 


understand and mitigate any 


potential effects our project may 


have on the environment, 


wildlife, and industries that fuel 


our local economies. 


LEAD WITH SCIENCE


We prioritize a scientific, 


rational approach to project 


design, leveraging on-site 


surveys, expert studies and 


assessments let by reputable 


third parties. 


SAFETY


We believe in a healthy, safe, and 


reliable approach to project 


development and delivery, targeting 


Goal Zero and putting health and 


safety at the forefront of all our 


activities. 


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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In June 2021, 


Atlantic Shores was 


awarded a contract 


to develop the 


largest single project 


in NJ. 


Under this contract Atlantic Shores will 


generate 1,510 megawatts 


of offshore wind energy - the equivalent 


of powering 700,000 homes.


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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Atlantic Shores – Portfolio


5+ GW
strategically positioned to meet the growing 


demands of renewable energy targets in multiple 


east coast markets 


Lease Area OCS-A 0499/0549(1)


183,253 acres ~ 3.5+ GW including 


1.5 GW Project 1 under 20-yr OREC contract 


with New Jersey


Lease Area OCS-A-0541(2)


79,351 acres ~ up to 2 GW


(1) Acquired in December 2018 from US Wind


(2) Awarded in the Bureau of Energy Management (BOEM)’s 2022 New York Bight auction 


Atlantic Shores Offshore WindAugust 2022







COP South and COP North Areas
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OCS-A 0499 full lease as of Atlantic Wind 


Lease Sale 5 (2015)


• Assigned to EDF-R in 2018


• Assigned to Atlantic Shores in 2019 


Original OCS-A 0499 Lease area segregated 


into two lease areas (April 2022) , 


COP South was submitted to BOEM in 


March 2021


OCS-A 0499


183,353 acres


OCS-A 0499


102,124 acres


COP South or 


Atlantic Shores South


OCS-A 0549


81,200 acres


COP North or 


Atlantic Shores North







Development Plan
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Our plan (the Construction & Operations Plan or “COP”) includes 


all information about how we plan to develop the Southern 


portion of our lease area.


• Up to 200 Wind Turbines delivering power to shore.


• Expected to start delivering power in the mid-2020s.


• Lease areas will be built near cities and towns with high 


electricity demand, generating reliable electricity while 


efficiently delivering to places most in need.


• The cost of energy will not significantly increase.


Development of the remaining Northern part of the Lease Area will be 


covered in a future construction operations plan.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Development Plan: "Project 1"
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• Located in the western 54k acres of the lease area, project 1 


will include up to 136 Wind Turbines.


• In June, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities awarded 


Atlantic Shores a credit to deliver 1,510 megawatts to New 


Jersey, which is equivalent to powering ~700,000 homes.


• This project is currently under review by the Bureau of Ocean 


Energy Management and will be the first to begin operating 


in 2027.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Positive comments 
during BOEM’s 3 public 
virtual scoping sessions.  
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75%
Residents’ most common reasons for supporting the 


project were:


Mitigating the effects of climate change 


Job creation


Boosting state’s manufacturing sector


1


2


3


Public support for Atlantic Shores is strong.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







WHY ATLANTIC SHORES IS GOOD


FOR NEW JERSEY
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New Jersey has ideal conditions for 


offshore wind, with consistent, strong 


wind speed off the coast.


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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Wind energy from Atlantic Shores Project 1 


will help reduce New Jersey’s net 


greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 


3.9 million tons annually.


(equivalent to emissions from 770,000+ cars).


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Atlantic Shores Project 1 will guarantee $848 million in local spend 
and create thousands of well-paying jobs for New Jerseyans.
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More than 11,800 


indirect jobs as Atlantic 


Shores will utilize local 


suppliers and 


manufacturing facilities.


22,200 direct jobs in 


construction, operations and 


maintenance, transportation, 


manufacturing and 


professional services. Resulting in 


$1.9 billion in 


guaranteed 


local economic 


benefits.


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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MINORITY AND WOMEN OWNED 


BUSINESS GRANTS 


Atlantic Shores has committed to 


$1M in sponsorship for five minority-


and women-owned business 


enterprises at the Rutgers University 


EcoComplex in Bordentown, NJ.


UNION TRAINING PARTNERSHIPS 


Atlantic Shores has partnered with 


six local unions to use union work 


where possible and to train local 


residents and tradespeople in 


offshore wind development skills.


UNIVERSITY RESEARCH GRANTS


Also have committed to several 


initiatives supporting local research 


and innovation, including 


supporting a green hydrogen pilot 


with Rutgers University.


ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH 


FUNDING


Atlantic shores will be investing $35 


million towards innovation, workforce 


development, and academic 


institutions, as well as $15.1 million for 


environmental research and wildlife 


monitoring.


Atlantic Shores will invest in New Jersey’s workforce and 


spark research and innovation.


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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Atlantic Shores has proposed building a 


dedicated Operations and Management Facility in 


Atlantic City which could employ 60-100 people.


Atlantic Shores has opened the doors on their 


Educational and Community Outreach Center. This 


space serves as its primary location to host 


informational events and activities for the local 


community around its upcoming offshore wind 


development plans.  


Atlantic Shores is 


making a long-term 


commitment to 


New Jersey. 


May 2022 - COP for Community 







THE PROJECT







Project 1 Timeline
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2018 – 2023


Surveys & Engineering


Federal & State 


Permitting


Commercial agreements


Construction on O&M 


Building


2024


Financing


Start of manufacturing


HDD at Landfall


Coastal transmission 


construction 


(Offseason)


2025


Onshore transmission 


construction


Offshore substation 


construction


Export cable


2026


Wind turbine and 


offshore substation 


foundations


Inter-array cables


Substations ready for 


interconnection


2027-2028


Wind turbines 


installation and 


commissioning


Phase 1 operational and 


delivering power 2027


Phase 2 operational and 


delivering power 2028


August 2022
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An evaluation of existing traffic including 


fishing and recreational users, and alignment of 


our rows to allow continued safe navigation.


Navigational Safety Risk Assessment - an 


assessment that evaluates project-related effects on 


any vessels that travel through the lease area.


Conversations with the U.S. Coast Guard and 


local commercial, surf clam, and recreational 


fishing communities.


Wind Turbine Layout was determined by:


1


2


3


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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Offshore Cables will run ~40 km through Atlantic County and 138 


km through Monmouth County. Cables will be 1.5 - 2 meters 


underground.


Landfall sites for export cables are Atlantic City and Sea Girt. These 


areas will be where generated energy from offshore will be brought 


for the New Jersey communities.


Where possible, routes will follow existing road, railroad and 


bike path/transmission line right of way. 


✓ Increased resiliency to storms 


✓ No interference with fishing operations 


✓ No danger from exposed cables 


✓ Eliminates impacts to migratory birds


Atlantic Shores is minimizing the impact of its 


projects by locating all infrastructure 


underground onshore and offshore.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Environmental Responsibility
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Atlantic Shores’ commitment to environmental responsibility means they take environmental impact 


seriously. To measure their environmental impact, Atlantic Shores consulted with Federal and State agencies, 


local tribes, and other stakeholders. 


Fisheries


Atlantic Shores has initiated numerous 


studies on impacts to fisheries and is 


working directly with Rutgers and Stockton 


Universities in order to analyze the findings.


They hired 2 fishery liaisons to ensure that 


recreational, commercial, and surf clam 


industries remain in touch with updates.


Bird migration


In partnership with New Jersey’s Wildlife 


Restoration Partnerships, Atlantic 


Shores is studying any impacts that 


the turbines will have on migration 


patterns of endangered red knot bird 


species.


In total they conducted 35 environmental impact assessments to 


identify potential affected areas and Environmental protection measures.


May 2022 - COP for Community 
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• Construction of each Project will begin with the onshore 


facilities (including substations and interconnection 


cables), followed by offshore infrastructure.


• NO onshore construction will occur from Memorial Day to 


Labor Day.


• NO construction laydown areas have yet been identified, 


but Atlantic Shores anticipates they will either be paved 


areas or locations already utilized for similar activities.


• Onshore construction hours will adhere to local noise 


ordinances. While we don’t anticipate significant nighttime 


work, any of this work deemed necessary for nighttime 


will be coordinated with the local authorities.


Construction and installation could 
begin as early as 2024.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Project 1 commitments
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Atlantic Shores Project 1 main economic impacts


• Direct in-state expenditure commitment of $848 million USD


• Guaranteed shortfall mechanism in place 


• O&M center in New Jersey to provide at least 88 long-term jobs (annual FTE)


• Guaranteed shortfall mechanism in place 


• Make use of the NJWP for Marshalling and other NJ ports for other activities


• Specific New Jersey facilities to be delivered as part of our Project 1


• See next slides


• Build and train the NJ Workforce, including MWBE focus and union labor


$848 


million In-


State 


spend


88 


long-term 


O&M 


jobs


$15 


million 


workforce 


funding


$33 


million 


innovation 


& 


research


Atlantic Shores Offshore WindAugust 2022







Select ASOW Activities in NJ


Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind24


EEW Monopile Facility (AOS)


Paulsboro, NJ


New Jersey Wind Port


Lower Alloways Creek, NJ O&M Facility Parcel Acquired


Atlantic City, NJ


Project 1 Cable Landfall Parcel Acquired


Atlantic City, NJ


10MW Hydrogen Pilot w/ South Jersey Industries


P1 Onshore Substation 


Parcel Option Agmt.


Egg Harbor Township, NJ


August 2022







Geophysical and Geotech 
surveying 


Survey technicians


Civil & Electrical
Engineering Jobs
Onshore scope studies


Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind25 |


Planning and Development
Jobs that will be created in order to develop the 


lease area in anticipation of start of Construction


Timeline: 2019-2024
Direct jobs: 1,700 (FTE)


Planning-Related Jobs
Developing team, 
Community 
outreach, government affairs
, engineering


July 2021August 2022







Offshore Construction
Installation of all scopes in 


our lease area & beyond


Manufacturing Jobs
Welders, crane operators, 


electricians, etc.


Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind26 |


Manufacturing and Construction
Peak employment period


Timeline: 2024-2027 
Direct jobs: 5,700 (FTE)


Onshore Construction
Civil work & transmission lines


July 2021August 2022
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Operations & Maintenance
Timeline: 2027+ (30 years)


Direct jobs: 11,100 (FTE)


Offshore Inspection 
& Maintenance Jobs


Inspection and maintenance 
work on turbines, 


foundations, cables, substation


Onshore Inspection &
Maintenance


Marine Coordination &
Operations Control


Planning and tracking all work to keep the 
wind project operating successfully


July 2021August 2022







Lifespan and Maintenance 
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All offshore facilities are designed to operate without on-site 


attendance from technicians to allow for swifter and more efficient 


management of the turbines, offshore substations, and associated 


equipment.


Regular maintenance and inspection will be performed in accordance 


with regulatory requirements and industry best practices.


When possible, project components will be recycled or repurposed.


Project 1 is designed to generate wind energy for up to 30 years.


The Lease includes a 25-year operating term which may be extended in 


accordance with applicable regulations.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







Where are we in this 
multi-year process?
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WE ARE HERE
Atlantic Shores submitted its Construction and Operations Plan 


(COP) to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), and 


it is now under review.


May 2022 - COP for Community 







www.atlanticshoreswind.com @altshoreswind /atlantic-shores-windinfo@AtlanticShoresWind.com


Thank You
Questions?


To sign up for our newsletter visit our website and click on "Connect with Us"".



http://www.atlanticshoreswind.com/

mailto:info@AtlanticShoresWind.com
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New Jersey’s
Offshore Wind Economy
October 2022







The New Jersey Economic Development Authority (NJEDA) grows the state’s 
economy and increases equitable access to opportunity by supporting high-
quality job creation, catalyzing investment, and fostering vibrant, inclusive 
community development.  NJEDA works in partnership with a diverse range of 
stakeholders to implement programs and initiatives that improve quality of life, 
enhance economic vitality, and strengthen New Jersey’s long-term economic 
competitiveness.


About the New Jersey Economic Development Authority 
(NJEDA)







100% Clean Energy by 2050 
to promote resilience and 


combat climate change 


A Stronger and Fairer New 
Jersey economy that works 


for everyone 


Offshore wind is a once-in-a-generation opportunity for 
New Jersey







Strong political 
commitment and
central location


11,000 MW of 
procurement 
through 2040 & 
novel transmission 
strategy


Port and supply 
Supply chain 
investments to 
support wind 
projects & localize 
supply chain


Strong workforce, 
research, & 
innovation 
infrastructure


New Jersey is an emerging hub for offshore wind
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Source: U.S. Department of Energy, October 2020


New Jersey is geographically 
at the center of the U.S. East 
Coast Wind Belt


NJ


► More than 50 percent of offshore wind lease 
areas are within a one day’s steam of New 
Jersey


► Emerging hub for offshore wind supply chain


► Six offshore wind developers have leases in 
the New Jersey region
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Vineyard Wind, OW Ocean Winds


Attentive, Community Offshore Wind, 
Atlantic Shores, and Invenergy







Offshore wind projects are developed in phases over multiple years
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►New Jersey’s first three projects are in the Planning and Development phase
 Ocean Wind 1: 1,100 MW
 Ocean Wind 2: 1,148 MW
 Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind: 1,510 MW







New Jersey is growing the supply chain 
through targeted investments in ports


Manufacturing
EEW will manufacture monopiles at Port of 
Paulsboro and nacelles will be assembled1


at New Jersey Wind Port with space for 
towers or blades in the future


Marshalling
Ørsted and Atlantic Shores plan to marshal 
their projects at NJ Wind Port


Operations & Maintenance
Ørsted and Atlantic Shores selected
Atlantic City as the site for their O&M hubs
1. GE and Vestas have both proposed nacelle assembly for Ørsted’s
Ocean Wind II and Atlantic Shores’ projects, respectively 7







Lower Alloways Creek, NJ


The New Jersey Wind Port is the first 
purpose-built wind port in the U.S.


►Uniquely able to service the offshore wind marshalling and 
manufacturing needs


►Construction has begun with phase one expected to be 
completed in 2024


►Will create up to 1,500 manufacturing and operations jobs







EEW monopile foundation fabrication facility is 
being developed in Paulsboro, NJ


►EEW is a German monopile foundation
company opening a new facility in 2023


►Potentially 300 to 500 new jobs will be
created, primarily in welding and painting


►Training expansion programs being 
developed now at Gloucester and Salem 
County Votech schools to support specialized 
welding and painting



https://www.nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/20201222a.shtml





ACCELERATE DEVELOPMENT OF A
ROBUST AND DIVERSE OFFSHORE


WIND WORKFORCE


CHAMPION RESEARCH AND
INNOVATION THAT UNLOCKS


MARKET POTENTIAL


New Jersey is creating the Wind Institute for Innovation and 
Training


► Seeking enabling legislation to establish the Wind Institute as an 
independent authority


► Efforts underway to stand up new training and research programs to 
meet industry needs and solidify NJ as an offshore wind hub


10
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Share of 
OSW Jobs 


by 
Occupation


Production Occupations: 40.8%


40% of new offshore wind jobs in NJ will be production occupations, 
followed by installation/repair, transportation, and construction 


Installation, Maintenance, and 
Repair Occupations: 13.8%


Transportation and Material 
Moving Occupations: 13.6%


Construction and Extraction 
Occupations: 9.7%


Office and Administrative 
Support Occupations: 4.7%


Management Occupations: 8.6%


Architecture and Engineering 
Occupations: 3.0%


Business and Financial 
Operations Occupations: 2.9%


Sales and Related 
Occupations: 1.4%


All Other Occupations: 1.6%







►OSW Workforce and Skills Development Grant Challenge 


 $3.725 million in grant funding available to entities that can develop and implement 
offshore wind workforce training and associated supports 


 More information at www.njeda.com/wind_institute


New items!
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►New Jersey Offshore Wind Activity Book


 Hard copies available for distribution at NJ 
K-8 schools



http://www.njeda.com/wind_institute
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- Tim Sullivan
CEO, NJEDA


Thank You!
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Offshore Wind 


Megan Brunatti


Deputy Chief of Staff


October 2022







• Reducing carbon pollution


• Expanding clean energy infrastructure


• Building resilient communities


• Offshore Wind projects will deliver the clean, renewable
energy generation needed to meet the State’s goals







NJDEP’S ROLE


The construction and connection of 
offshore wind-related infrastructure on 
land and in water will require significant 
review and numerous DEP permits or 
approvals to ensure New Jersey’s natural 
resources are protected.


• Permitting


• Cooperating Agency 


• Research & Monitoring (RMI)


This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND



https://singularityhub.com/2019/06/28/the-biggest-offshore-wind-project-in-the-us-is-officially-underway/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/





Offshore 


Wind Lease 


Areas off 


the Coast 


and Near 


the Coast of 


New Jersey







NJDEP Regulatory Oversight


 Coastal Lands


 Aquatic and Benthic Species 
and Vegetation


 Coastal Wetlands and 
Freshwater Wetlands 


 Riparian Zones


 T&E species habitat 


 Fish, fisheries, shellfisheries


 Marine mammals, Sea Turtles


 Birds, Bats


 Water Quality


 Air Quality


 Encumbered lands


 Historic, archaeologic, cultural 
resources







Coordination


with Developers


The NJDEP holds regular 


meetings with developers


Review proposed activities 


both offshore and onshore;


Discuss specific design plans 


in the context of our 


regulatory authority


Provides guidance on 


compliance with NJDEP rules.







Proposed Schedule Overview


BOEM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW – COOPERATING AGENCY







Research & Monitoring Initiative


“To facilitate a shared understanding of these effects


Applicants will be required to commit financial and


technical support to research initiatives and the regional


monitoring of wildlife and fisheries related to the


introduction of offshore wind projects with a $10,000 per


megawatt of project nameplate capacity fee. NJDEP and BPU


will collaborate with the selected Applicant, research


institutions, industry, regional monitoring organizations and


members of the New Jersey Offshore Wind Environmental


Resources Working Group to identify and prioritize research


and monitoring needs.”







Research 
Priorities


Environmental 
Change


Benthos


Sea Turtles


Birds
Bats


Marine 
Mammals


Fisheries


Research Priorities


Fishes & 
Invertebrates


Data 
Management







NJ Environmental 
Resources Working Group


Regional 


Coordination







Approved RMI Projects


 Membership in the Regional 
Wildlife Science Collaborative


 Calibration Experiments for a 
Novel Clam Survey Dredge and 
Monitoring Carbonate Chemistry 
of Surfclam Habitat


 An ecological and oceanographic 
baseline to inform offshore wind 
development over the 
Continental Shelf off the coast of 
New Jersey







Approved RMI Projects


 Monitoring the socioeconomic 
impacts of New Jersey’s offshore 
wind development on the 
recreational fisheries economy


 Bottom-mounted passive acoustic 
monitoring (PAM) for cetaceans in 
the NY/NJ Bight


 Acoustic telemetry to understand 
north/south migration of fish 
species of concern







Visit our webpage!


Sign up for Updates  


NJDEP Offshore Wind


www.nj.gov/dep/offshorewind


Thank You!


This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND



http://www.nj.gov/dep/offshorewind

https://singularityhub.com/2020/01/20/worlds-largest-offshore-wind-farm-will-power-4-5-million-homes/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/






New Jersey Offshore Wind







































THANK YOU








SAMPLE LETTER REGARDING STATE HEALTH BENEFITS PROGRAM 


 


September 23, 2022 


Dear Governor Murphy, 


As Mayor of East Windsor, and NJ Conference of Mayors President, we seek your immediate 
action , along with the Legislature, to expedite a solution to the September 14 vote by the State 
Health Benefits Commission to approve a head-spinning 22.8% increase in the State Health 
Benefits program rates.  This steep hike in our costs will dramatically up-end our municipal and 
county budgets, public employee costs and burden our property taxpayers at a time when the 
Administration and Legislature tout its affordability agenda. 


While your Administration worked out a deal with some state public workers unions to hold 
increases to 3% for STATE ONLY public workers, no such deal was arranged to include local and 
county workers.  This arrangement should be extended to protect municipal and county 
governments and our public employees. 


We are disappointed that the State Health Benefits Commission proceeded with a vote to 
approve a dramatically steep and burdensome proposed 20% increase in health insurance 
costs, which constitutes yet another unfunded mandate on local governments that will be 
borne by property taxpayers at a time when affordability is a paramount concern for our 
residents.  There should have been a postponement of the vote to discuss alternatives to 
address this issue and mitigate effects on municipal governments and public workers through 
the state budget process, as well as use of state surplus revenue and emergency pandemic 
funding to offset these costs statewide. 


We need your support and action and help NOW please, for a fair and equitable resolution of 
this unacceptable new cost burden!  I look forward to hearing from you.  Thank you. 


Sincerely, 


             


Mayor Janice S. Mironov 


East Windsor Township, President, NJ Conference of Mayors 


 








Stormwater Infrastructure Seminar
A Lunch and Learn Stormwater Infrastructure and Financing webinar for
municipalities is being sponsored by the New Jersey League of Conservation
Voters and  Waterspirit.  This free stormwater funding webinar will be held on
October 19 from 12-1 pm. The purpose of the webinar is to connect local and
county officials to funding sources for  stormwater and green infrastructure
projects. This webinar will discuss grants, loans and financing options to cover the
costs of stormwater feasibility studies, climate resiliency programs, green
infrastructure projects, and water infrastructure needs.  Join  Gabe Mahon,
Bureau Chief from the Stormwater Permitting Program at the Department of
Environmental Protection, and David Zimmer, Executive Director of the
Infrastructure Bank to discuss these funding options. To register, click here.
 
NJ Water Infrastructure Investment Plan Webinar Recording and Video
Available  
Last week, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) Office held a webinar
on IIJA Funding & Water Infrastructure. The webinar featured speakers from
NJDEP and EPA who provided information on how IIJA funding will flow to
municipalities. New Jersey is expected to receive over $1 billion in funding
between 2022 and 2026 to provide attractive financing packages, including grant-
like principal forgiveness and low-interest loans for much-needed investments in
water infrastructure. You can access a recording of the webinar and a copy of the
presentation here: Webinar Recording  | Slideshow 
 
 
New Jersey Department of Transportation
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
announced the Top 12 finalists in the 2022 America’s Transportation Awards
competition, with top scores to projects in California, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, and Washington.  The New Jersey project that made the top 12 is the
Route 495, Route 1&9/Paterson Plank Road Bridge project.  New Jersey DOT
worked closely with the public and 16 local, state, and regional agencies,
successfully steering the project through 12-stages over four years, to enhance
travel and safety for New Jersey.  You now can vote to give this project top honors
and recognition nationally, by clicking on this link:
americastransportationawards.org

 
NJ Department of Children and Families 
In response to a national mental wellness crisis in youth and young adults, the
New Jersey Department of Children and Families is working to evolve the existing

https://www.mobilize.us/njlcv/event/509368/
https://www.mobilize.us/njlcv/event/509368/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Zn5w4PRkus
https://www.nj.gov/iija/documents/resources/IIJA%20Mayor%20Briefing_9.29.22_ForGO.pdf
https://americastransportationawards.org/new-jersey-department-of-transportation-route-495-route-19-paterson-plank-road-bridge/?fbclid=IwAR3NHAFENQ1SPDItLQ2iAnYVXUtQIWC82TmQl6wm2A4ruFNMnzY1uNrFfhQ


School-Based Youth Services (SBYS) infrastructure and programming currently
operating in 90 schools throughout the state – roughly 5% of school buildings in
New Jersey, serving less than 3% of its students – to launch a statewide,
innovative hub-and-spoke model of services and resources intended to support
youth wellness and prevent the need for deeper interventions in the mental
health system.  The new model, the NJ Statewide Student Support Services (NJ4S)
Network, would create 15 regional hubs, aligned along court vicinages and
Children’s System of Care service areas, to support statewide delivery of
prevention services in schools, as well as other locations in the community
including but not limited to libraries, community centers, faith-based-
organizations, and family success centers.  NJ DCF has prepared a concept paper
outlining the need for, and process of, evolving SBYS to the NJ4S model.  The
department is seeking public input and feedback on the concept.  See paper here,
send comments and questions to NJ4SFeedback@dcf.nj.gov by October 14,
2022.  The department will review collected feedback and consider the public’s
suggestions in the rollout of the NJ4S network.
 
Sincerely,

 
Mayor Janice S. Mironov
President, NJ Conference of Mayors
 

 
Kerry Kirk Pflugh
Executive Director, NJ Conference of Mayors
 
 

https://www.state.nj.us/dcf/documents/NJ4S_Concept.pdf
mailto:NJ4SFeedback@dcf.nj.gov

